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FEDERAL ADVOCACY CONFERENCE
The Federal Student Advocacy Alliance held its first ever
advocacy week between March 22nd and March 26th, 2021.
The meetings went great! ASEC Representative Chloe Collins
and Brittany Lausen attended meetings alongside
representatives from BC and Saskatchewan with federal
leaders such as Minister Calra Qualtrough, MP Earl Dreeshen,
and Renze Nauta, a policy advisor for the Leader of the
official opposition!
Meetings were also held with staff from the Ministry of
Indigenous Services, MP James Cumming, Ministry of
Diversity, Inclusion, and Youth.
Additionally, the FSAA Cabinet met with the Canadian
Alliance of University Students to discuss how our policy
objectives were different, and how we could work together
on areas where our priorities are aligned.

ASEC ASSESSMENT CONFERENCE
The ASEC AGM and Assessment Conference went off without a
hitch!
Thank you to all who attended and observed- your hard work
and review of the now-approved bylaw and policy manual
changes made our organization stronger and more diverse.
Among the most substantial changes to ASEC over the past
years is the creation of the Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
Committee. The EDI committee will now be an established
standing committee of ASEC and will ensure that all changes that
take place within our organization are established responsibly.

SEXUAL VIOLENCE POLICY REFORM
On February 23rd, ASEC met with Minister of Justice and the Solicitor General Kaycee Madu.
Thanks to an outstanding performance by Chairperson Brittany Lausen and SAGPRC
President Emma Doris, Minister Madu was highly supportive of the ASEC calls for sexual
violence policy reform and offered to support our initiative!
The Minister also suggested that he would make standardizing sexual violence policies a
standing item for discussion every time he met with institution presidents for any reason. The
Minister has been incredibly generous on this topic.
Below is the quote the Minister Shared with us. Congratulations for your hard work Brittany
and Emma!

LEADER
OF THE
MONTH
Shannon
Humphrey

During what has been a difficult and challenging year for us all, Shannon has embraced their
role as a student advocate and has made tremendous contributions to our organization!
As a member of the Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Committee, Shannon brought forward a
perspective that helped drive change from within, not only through helping us understand
the importance of inclusion and diversity, but also through their enthusiasm, genuine care,
and gregarious personality. We are lucky to have such a strong advocate in our midst!
Join us in celebrating our Leader of the Month, Shannon Humphrey - VP Academic, SARDC

